A qualitative method to find influencers using similarity-based approach in the blogosphere
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Abstract—Current blog systems rank ‘A-list’ bloggers, but they are not necessarily influential. To differentiate influential bloggers from popular bloggers, we present important groundwork for identifying influential bloggers by weighting readers based on homophily and vulnerability with bloggers. We develop the Quantifying Influence Model (QIM), which attempts to measure the influence score of bloggers. QIM is composed of two components: (1) interpersonal similarity presents the interaction among bloggers and like-minded readers, and (2) degree of information propagation represents how many readers a blogger has, where the readers diffuse the blog posts via scrapping engagements. Our study shows that weighting blog social ties can differentiate influential bloggers from popular bloggers, and what make bloggers influential or popular.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to Jupiter Research in 2009, 50% of internet users search through information in the blogosphere before buying products. With the exponential growth of the blogosphere, a massive number of blog posts are being created so that readers must sift through many posts in order to get proper reviews and opinions. Accordingly, the significance of influential bloggers has attracted growing attention recently and identifying influential bloggers is much-needed in that they are potential market-movers, act as word-of-mouth advertising of several products and services, and help in customer support and troubleshooting [20].

Although current blog systems list ‘A-list’ bloggers according to the statistical criteria, they are not necessarily influential. This is mainly because simply commanding a high portion of traffic does not stem from the blogger’s influence. Also, in the blogosphere, popularity cannot be interpreted as influence [17]. Thus, among ‘A-list’ bloggers, differentiating influential bloggers from popular bloggers as well as identifying influential bloggers should be addressed.

A. Background

Research on finding influencers has long been studied in the field of sociology. From this, there are underlying concepts that should be reflected in our research.

First, a fundamental property of social network is that people tend to form relationships with others who are similar to them [18]. McPherson et al. stated that homophily is the principle that a contact between similar people occurs at a higher rate than among dissimilar people. Second, homophily also functions as the significant factor in the influence process. The process of social influence leads people to adopt behaviors exhibited by those they interact with [6]. This phenomenon, social selection, is manifested in many settings where new ideas diffuse by word-of-mouth or imitation through a network of people [22].

According to [24], these two concepts are also shown online. Their findings indicate that internet users seek out interactions with like-minded individuals who have similar values and thus become less likely to trust important decisions to people whose values differ from their own. Accordingly, in identifying influential bloggers, we take two important principles into consideration.

In addition to this, our study is mainly based on that large cascades of influence are driven not by influential, but by a critical mass of easily influenced individuals [25]. Thus, in this work, we reflect the propensity to be influenced in modeling.

B. General Terms Used

In the blogosphere, there are several ways in which readers can engage in the blogosphere and they are expressed as variant terms although they are the same behavior. Thus, it needs to define the terms of engagements used in this paper.

1) Comment

Comments are usually texts published by readers in the ‘comment space’. They have a link for the reader’s own blog.

2) Sympathy

Expressing sympathy appears in various types according to blog site, for example, in Xanga', ‘recommendation’ is used, in Digg', ‘voting’ is used so that users can give their votes in the form of a dig, and in Naver blog ’sympathy’ is used. In Naver, readers express their sympathy with blog posts in the form of pressing ‘sympathy’ button. This also has a link for the reader’s own blog. Hence, although different types are used in different blog sites, these are the variants of the same behaviors. We refer this as ‘sympathy’.

3) Scrap

When readers want to take blog posts, they engage by
sharing blog posts and content in their own blogs or on another domain. This engagement is often known as a ‘share’. In Naver blogs, it is termed as a ‘scrap’, and a ‘scrap’ occurs by n-degree of readers. Figure 1 illustrates this statement. In Figure 1, each node represents a blog post - (a) node B creates a link to node A by scraping, (b) node C takes the action of scraping node B’s scraping content that originated from node A, and, in Naver blogs, node C’s scraping link is directed to node A. In (c), this process is also conducted in the case of node D which scraps node C’s scraping contents that originated from node A. Node D’s link is also directed to node A. In this way, ‘scraping’ engagements continues and we refer to it as a ‘scrap’.

Note that scraping is not copying part or all of content. It involves a link to the author’s blog, and most ‘A-list’ bloggers in Naver prevent readers from copying for their copyright. That is, to take resources readers should use a ‘scrap’.

In this paper, influencers are defined as those who have influential power to the point that one can change others thinking or behavior. Among influencers, we identify opinion leaders [3], who can do this only with the subject in which (s)he possess great knowledge. To find opinion leaders, we present the Quantifying Influence Model (QIM) and using blog data from Naver, the largest blog service in Korea, we find that the QIM can differentiate influential bloggers from popular bloggers.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Web page ranking algorithms

The two best known webpage ranking algorithms are PageRank [19] and HITS [12]. In PageRank algorithm, important web pages are linked by many link citations like in the literature, and indirect citations are also considered. HITS use an iterative algorithm to evaluate an authority weight and a hub weight for each page in a collection of related web pages. After completing computation, the web pages with top authority scores are considered as authority pages, and those with top hub scores are considered as hub pages.

However, applying webpage ranking to the blogosphere in order to rank influential bloggers is insufficient [15]. This is because measuring influence in the blogosphere is different from finding authoritative webpages for the following reasons. First, blogs in the blogosphere are sparse and the webpage ranking algorithms do not perform well. In addition, while a webpage may acquire authority over time, a blog post’s influence diminishes over time. That means the blogosphere is dynamic in a shorter time because a number of new sparsely-linked blog posts appear every day.

B. Influence models in the online social networks and blogosphere

There have been some studies on influence in online social networks. Kempe et al. [13,14] propose influence models to mathematically simulate the spread of information in social networks. They identify which nodes will maximize the spread of information. In [9], Gruhl et al. study information diffusion of various topics in the blogosphere. They propose an expectation maximization algorithm to predict the likelihood of a blogger linking to another blogger. Adar et al. [1] present the iRank to rank blogs based on informativeness. iRank finds the path of infection and blogs that initiates epidemics. Agarwal et al. [2] identify influential bloggers based on the properties of their blog posts. This study considers the characteristics of blog posts such as the novelty, the eloquence of blog posts and blog post length.

However, previous studies have some limitations as follows. First, they focus on the influential bloggers and/or their blog posts themselves. Although the distinctive properties of influential bloggers should be considered, the aspect of who is influenced and propagates blog posts has to be reflected more significantly. It is based on the study that the most social change is driven not by influentials, but by easily influenced individuals [25]. Second, they do not consider that individuals vary in their willingness to adopt new idea or products [8,23]. They treat all the blog social ties among bloggers and readers equally despite the fact that each reader has different threshold to be influenced. In this paper, we address these limitations by considering the quality of blog social ties according to their importance.

III. QUANTIFYING INFLUENCE MODEL (QIM)

To quantify the influence score of blog posts, the Quantifying Influence Model (QIM) is proposed. The concept of QIM is shown along with a method to compute it to identify influential bloggers. We first describe observable engagement and define blog social ties as indicators of QIM.

A. Indicators of QIM

There are the various methods in which readers can engage in the blogosphere. Their engagement can be largely observed at two levels, the interpersonal level and system level.

1) Engagement at the Interpersonal level

At the interpersonal level, readers’ observable engagements with blog posts are commenting, expressing sympathy, and writing trackback. A comment is the most basic form of weblog social interaction [17]. It serves as a simple and effective means for bloggers to interact with their readership. Expressing sympathy is a way for readers to express views in a manner simpler than a comment. As readers interact with bloggers by contributing in the form of a response to specific blog posts, these engagements are observed as indicators of influence driven by readers. Finally, trackback is an automatic form of communication that occurs when one weblog references another [17]. The trackback system gives bloggers and readers an awareness of who is
In the field of sociology, influence at the interpersonal level occurs in that people tend to form relationships with others who are already similar to them and adopt behavior exhibited by those they interact with [18]. This phenomenon also appears in the blogosphere. In the blogosphere, bloggers tend to build relationships with other bloggers that share similar interests and tend to visit the same blogs frequently [11]. Through this process, readers interact with like-minded bloggers and are influenced by them.

Accordingly, interpersonal similarity represents the influence derived from interactions among a blogger and like-minded readers. In the online realm, homophily between two individuals is defined as a shared interest and mindset [5]; hence, to compute interpersonal similarity we harness interest similarity. The interest similarity computed between a blogger and his/her reader reflects the probability of a reader being influenced by a blogger’s posts. The higher similarity between the two, the more influenced the reader will be.

To compute interest similarity, we use tag-similarity because the blogger’s interests are implicitly and concisely represented by tags, subdividing their blogs into topics or themes [4,10,16]. That is, the occurrence of common tags represents their common interests. Hence, it is reasonable that tag-similarity represents online homophily among bloggers and readers. As similarity metrics, we use the Jaccard coefficient [21] to measure the level of similarity between a blogger and a reader (2).

\[
\text{Jaccard coefficient}(B, R) = \frac{\text{tags}_{B \cap R}}{\text{tags}_B + \text{tags}_R - \text{tags}_{B \cap R}}
\]  

This coefficient is calculated as the number of tags contained in a set of B’s tags and R’s tags and is normalized by the number of elements of the union of a collection of set of B’s tags and R’s tags. For instance, if B has a set of tags, \{cooking, muffin, salad\} and R has a set of tags, \{cooking, mocha, cake, jam\}, the overlapped tag is \{cooking\} and the

The components of QIM are as follows: (1) **Interpersonal similarity** is derived from active readers given that active readers are those who have relatively strong and homophilous ties with bloggers and who have repeated interaction through commenting and/or expressing sympathy, and (2) **Degree of information propagation** is driven by bridging readers because bridging readers are those who have weak ties with bloggers and function as a channel of information by scrapping blog posts. In addition, to reflect the dynamics of the blogosphere, we introduce the concept of window size, which is defined as the period during which a blogger writes at least a single blog post related to a specific genre.

With these two components, QIM measures the influence of blog posts. This is expressed as follows (1):

\[
\text{Influence (blog post, } \Delta t) = (\text{Interpersonal Similarity, Degree of Information Propagation})(1)
\]

QIM has metrics that distinguish it among other models in that it harnesses a qualitative method which reflects the quality of blog social ties. This is in contrast to other metrics that consider blog social ties equally. (1) It captures the importance of readers who make the flow of influence and information rather than focuses on the influential bloggers. (2) It measures both active readers’ and bridging readers’ weighted values according to their propensity to be influenced.

The manner of quantifying each component is then explained and the influence of blog posts is computed in the subsequent sections.

**1) Interpersonal Similarity**

In the field of sociology, influence at the interpersonal level occurs in that people tend to form relationships with others who are already similar to them and adopt behavior exhibited by those they interact with [18]. This phenomenon also appears in the blogosphere. In the blogosphere, bloggers tend to build relationships with other bloggers that share similar interests and tend to visit the same blogs frequently [11]. Through this process, readers interact with like-minded bloggers and are influenced by them.

Accordingly, interpersonal similarity represents the influence derived from interactions among a blogger and like-minded readers. In the online realm, homophily between two individuals is defined as a shared interest and mindset [5]; hence, to compute interpersonal similarity we harness interest similarity. The interest similarity computed between a blogger and his/her reader reflects the probability of a reader being influenced by a blogger’s posts. The higher similarity between the two, the more influenced the reader will be.

To compute interest similarity, we use tag-similarity because the blogger’s interests are implicitly and concisely represented by tags, subdividing their blogs into topics or themes [4,10,16]. That is, the occurrence of common tags represents their common interests. Hence, it is reasonable that tag-similarity represents online homophily among bloggers and readers. As similarity metrics, we use the Jaccard coefficient [21] to measure the level of similarity between a blogger and a reader (2).

\[
\text{Jaccard coefficient}(B, R) = \frac{\text{tags}_{B \cap R}}{\text{tags}_B + \text{tags}_R - \text{tags}_{B \cap R}}
\]  

This coefficient is calculated as the number of tags contained in a set of B’s tags and R’s tags and is normalized by the number of elements of the union of a collection of set of B’s tags and R’s tags. For instance, if B has a set of tags, \{cooking, muffin, salad\} and R has a set of tags, \{cooking, mocha, cake, jam\}, the overlapped tag is \{cooking\} and the
elements of the union of the two sets, B and R are \{cooking, muffin, salad, mocha, cake, jam\}. Thus, in this case, the value of the Jaccard coefficient is 1/6=0.167. That is, if no overlapping tags exist between a blogger and a reader, the coefficient has a value of 0. If all tags are shared between the two, it has a value of 1. However, if this model is applied to a domain where controversy exists, it requires semantic processing to distinguish whether the meaning of tagging is positive or negative.

The formula for interpersonal similarity is formulated as follows (3): For blog postk, interpersonal similarity is computed by the tag-similarity sum among a blogger and his/her readers who comment and express sympathy with blog postk.

\[
\text{Interpersonal similarity (blog post}_k\text{)} = \sum \text{Jaccard (B, } \text{R}_\text{comment}) + \sum \text{Jaccard (B, } \text{R}_\text{sympathy})
\] (3)

In formula (3), B denotes the blogger, \text{R}_\text{comment} is a reader who leaves a comment on B’s post, and \text{R}_\text{sympathy} is a reader who expresses sympathy with B’s post. Here, these abbreviations are used for these two types of readers, \text{R}_\text{comment} and \text{R}_\text{sympathy}.

2) Degree of Information propagation

Information propagation is a phenomenon in which an action or idea becomes widely adopted due to the influence of others, typically, neighbors in some network [8]. In the blogosphere, information propagation occurs through bridging readers’ scrapping engagements, thus, blog posts are propagated from one segment to another segment.

However, each bridging reader has a different tendency to take the action of scrapping, as each one has a distinct propensity to scrap blog posts. For this reason, differentiating each bridging reader is necessary rather than simply considering each one as equal. To facilitate this, we define the degree of information propagation as the degree of spreading by weighted bridging readers. The following paragraphs describe how these readers are weighted.

Intuitively, the propagation of blog posts occurs by the process, as described in detail in 1-(B)-(3). More precisely, we describe this process as follows.

1) Assume that there are M blog posts-\{blog post1, blog post2, ..., blog postM\}.

2) Bridging readers are then defined as those who scatter more than one blog post among M posts.

3) Next, for each bridging reader, the total number of scapping blog posts is determined, as each one has a distinct propensity to scrap.

Table 1. How to determine bridging reader’s weighted value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bridging reader1</th>
<th>bridging reader2</th>
<th>bridging reader3</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>bridging readerN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>J1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>J2</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>N2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\vdots</td>
<td>\vdots</td>
<td>\vdots</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>\vdots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>BK</td>
<td>JK</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>NK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\sum_{i=1}^{N} W_i\]

Table 1 details how bridging readers are weighted. In table 1, \(J_k\) denotes the number of times bridging reader \(k\) scattered a blog post, \(B_k\) denotes the number of times blog post \(k\) was scattered by that reader, and \(W_k\) denotes the total number of times that this blog post was scattered by bridging reader \(k\) among M posts. This follows with bridging reader1, bridging reader2,..., to bridging readerN. That is, a bridging reader’s weighted value is calculated as the total number of his/her scrapping blog posts. For example, assuming that readers who scrap blog post \(k\) are Bridging reader1, Bridging reader2, and Bridging readerN, in such a case, the degree of information propagation of blog post \(k\) is calculated as follows (4) (see Table 1).

\[
\text{degree of information propagation (blog post}_k\text{)} = \frac{W_1 + W_2 + W_N}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} W_i}
\] (4)

Accordingly, for blog post \(k\) we derive the formula for the degree of information propagation as follows (5):

\[
\text{degree of information propagation (blog post}_k\text{)} = \frac{\sum \text{weighted value of reader who scrapped blog post}_k}{\sum \text{bridging reader’s weighted value}}
\] (5)

This formula (5) gives the weighted ratio of infected bridging readers.

C. Computation of QIM

To combine two components, it is necessary to determine initially which component functions as a more important factor when a reader is influenced by a blog post. Thus, the weight of each component is needed. In this work, the weights were empirically set on the basis of the results of an online survey of readers. These weights are not fixed but are flexible according to the different domains and topics. The method of setting the weight is described in 4-(B). The completed formula of the QIM is expressed below (6) and \(\Gamma_1\) and \(\Gamma_2\) denote the weights.

\[
\text{Influence (blog post}_k\text{, }\Delta t) = \Gamma_1 \cdot \text{Interpersonal Similarity (blog post}_k\text{)} + \Gamma_2 \cdot \text{Degree of information propagation (blog post}_k\text{)}
\]

\[
= \Gamma_1 \cdot \left( \sum \text{Jaccard (B, } \text{R}_\text{comment}) + \sum \text{Jaccard (B, } \text{R}_\text{sympathy}) \right) + \Gamma_2 \cdot \sum \text{weighted value of reader who scrapped blog post}_k
\]

\[
\Gamma_1 = \frac{\sum \text{weighted value of reader who scrapped blog post}_k}{\sum \text{weighted value of reader who scrapped blog post}_k}
\] (6)

The process of ranking the influence score is described based on formula (6), for the blog post \(k\).

1) First, computing each component and combining them gives, the influence score of blog post \(k\), referred to as the iscore of blog post \(k\). It is expressed as iscore(blog post \(k\)).
(2) Then, all M blog posts have their own iscore, \( \{ \text{iscore(blogpost}_1), \text{iscore(blogpost}_2), \ldots, \text{iscore(blogpost}_M \} \). This set is termed I.

(3) Elements of set I are ranked in descending order, giving the top 100 iscores. We define blog posts with the top 100 iscores as influential blog posts.

(4) A blogger who has any blog post in the top 100 iscores is then defined as an influential blogger.

Accordingly, the means of identifying an influential blogger is to check if the blogger has any influential blog posts, i.e. A blogger is influential if (s)he has more than one influential blog post.

The method of computing the influence of influential bloggers and ranking them is then described. For blogger, who has more than one influential blog post, his/her influence is computed as the average of iscore of his/her influential blog posts in the top 100. We express this as Influence(blogger) (7).

\[
\text{Influence(blogger)} = \text{average (iscore of blog}\'s \text{ influential blog post)}
\]

(7)

The influence of influential bloggers can thus be determined. Therefore, we can rank Influence(blogger) in a descending order and obtain the rank of influential bloggers. From this rank, the top \( k \) bloggers are defined as the most influential bloggers. Setting \( k \) is a challenging issue, and determining the threshold requires further research. Hence, this is done on the basis of the pertinent study described in section 4-(C) below.

IV. EMPIRICAL STUDY

A. Naver blog and Popularity model

To evaluate the QIM, the Naver blog was used. This is the largest blog service in South Korea, with a market share of over 70\%, compared to 2\% of Google\(^4\). The Naver blog is not only by far the most popular, but also lists ‘topic-centered and A-list’ bloggers on 31 topics. Accordingly, it provides an excellent opportunity to observe opinion leaders who are more involved in their main interest.

Among 31 topics, we chose the cooking domain which is the highly active and where controversy among bloggers and readers does not exist. Hence, it provides us with an opportune chance to observe bloggers and readers compared to other domains. It is possible in this domain to regard overlapped tags between a blogger and his/her reader as a degree of common interests (see 6-B). Moreover, 99 ‘cooking-centered and A-list’ bloggers are considered as seed nodes, as they provide a greater opportunity to observe interaction among bloggers and readers than do non-A-list bloggers.

To compare popularity with influence, defining a popularity model is required. Based on the concept of degree from graph theory, indegree is interpreted as a form of popularity, the majority of blog platforms such as Technorati\(^5\), Xanga, and Naver rank A-list bloggers by the simple summation of the indegree of the node. Accordingly, we define the indegree of seed nodes as the criteria of popularity. In the Naver blog, observable engagements for indegree are commenting, expressing sympathy, and scrapping. Thus, we define the popularity model as the simple summation of these three engagements. It is therefore clear that although popularity and influence are considered as the same indicators, weighting blog social ties according to the importance of a node would be the key in differentiating influence from popularity.

To find popular bloggers, we computed the popularity score of blog posts and ranked the popularity score in descending order. Thus, blog posts on the top 100 popularity score are defined as popular blog posts and a blogger who has any blog post on the top 100 list is defined as a popular blogger. Next, the popularity of a popular blogger is computed as the average of the popularity score of his/her popular blog posts in the top 100, giving the popular blogger’s rank by the ranking of the average value.

B. Data collection

We conducted an evaluation of the QIM three times. To reflect the dynamics of the blogosphere, the window size was set according to the period of the seed nodes, from the 31\(^{st}\) of July to the 19\(^{th}\) of August 2009, from the 10\(^{th}\) to the 30\(^{th}\) of September of 2009, and from the 1\(^{st}\) to the 20\(^{th}\) of October of 2009. In total, 1,658 blog posts of 99 seed nodes, 55,136 comments, 26,233 engagements of sympathy, and 163,412 engagements of scrapping were collected.

Additionally, to fix two weights, an online survey of readers on the cooking domain was conducted. Considering that influenced individuals create the flow of influence [25], when choosing a recipe, the degree to which they consider the component of the QIM was assessed. Thus, the respondents were asked how much they considered the component ‘taste-similarity’ and the ‘degree of being scraped by many’ when they choose a recipe.

156 of 991 readers rated how important they think each component is on a five-point scale. If the component is of very little importance, they should give it as a score of 1; in contrast, if they think a component is of much greater importance, they should score it as 5. Table 2 shows the results. Among the 156 respondents, 6 respondents responded to only the first question and did not answer the second question. From the result, by computing the ratio between the two average values, weight \( \Gamma_1 \) was determined as 1.7137 while \( \Gamma_2 \) as 1.

Table 2. Results of online survey to fix two weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taste- similarity</th>
<th>Degree of being scraped by many</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sum Respondents Avg</td>
<td>Sum Respondents Avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 701 156 4.49</td>
<td>394 150 2.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^4\) www.google.com

\(^5\) www.technorati.com
bloggers and popular bloggers, the value influential and popular. Also, to identify the most influential bloggers is considered to comprise those who are both 20 bloggers were present in both of the lists; and this set of bloggers is considered to comprise those who are both influential and popular. Also, to identify the most influential bloggers and popular bloggers, the value was set to 3 because an influential blogger is defined as an individual in the top 10% of the influence distribution [25]. Thus, tracking the top 3 influential bloggers is reasonable (Table 3).

D. A closer look at influential/popular bloggers

1) Correlation between Influence and Popularity

Before validation, to measure the strength of the association between two rank sets, QIM-based influential bloggers and popular bloggers, we used the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. The closer the coefficient is to +1 or -1, the stronger the likely correlation. A perfect positive correlation is +1 and a perfect negative correlation is -1.

We computed the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for the top 50th percentile as well as for the entire set of bloggers. The results were -0.303 and 0.045, respectively. This clearly shows that in the blogosphere, influence and popularity have little correlation with each other; thus, it is clear that popular bloggers are not necessarily influential bloggers, and vice versa.

2) Qualitative indicators from the most influential/popular bloggers

Also observed were two significant indicators. The readers of the most influential/popular bloggers showed distinct differences from the activity status and the blog social ties of other influential bloggers. We investigated the top 3 influential bloggers and the top 3 popular bloggers based on two indicators: (1) how many non-active readers the influential/popular bloggers have, and (2) whether or not bloggers have blog social ties with other influential bloggers.

Indicator (1) denotes that closed his/her blog site. Although a reader had his/her own blog site address, all of the menus of the blog were set as non-active so that the web pages of the blog could not be viewed. We refer to these as non-active readers. This is important because non-active readers cannot diffuse blog posts, in this regard, they are akin to readers who only take resources to satisfy their needs.

C. Result of experiment

In each experiment, we listed the top 100 influential blog posts and the top 100 popular blog posts. From the two lists of top 100 blog posts, the top influential bloggers and most popular bloggers were computed. By integrating data from three runs of experiments, the top 35 influential bloggers and the top 40 popular bloggers were determined. Interestingly, three runs of experiments, the top 35 influential bloggers and popular bloggers were computed. By integrating data from of top 100 blog posts, the top influential bloggers and most posts and the top 100 popular blog posts. From the two lists C.

The action of readers engaging in scrapping was not observed because they already disseminated blog posts by taking the blog posts to their blogs or other domains. Thus, this observation presents whether or not edges directed into a vertex function as a channel to activate the flow of influence. Table 4 shows that the top 3 influential bloggers have 0.8 non-active per post and 0.0625 non-active sympathy per post, whereas the top 3 popular bloggers have 12.647 non-active per post and 1.647 non-active sympathy per post. Moreover, the top 3 influential bloggers in total have far fewer non-active readers than the top 3 popular bloggers. This clearly shows that a high number of comments, sympathy remarks, and actions of being scrapped do not necessarily mean influence. Therefore they are not meaningful statistics. In this sense, weighting blog social ties according to the reader’s importance is very significant.

Indicator (2) denotes that the more influential blogger is, the more that blogger will receive comments and/or sympathy from other influential bloggers, similarly, important web pages become more important, more linked by other important ones in PageRank and HITS algorithm.

Table 5 shows that the top 3 influential bloggers receive more comments and sympathy from other influential bloggers, whereas the top 3 popular bloggers receive few comments and sympathy from other popular bloggers. This implies that QIM captures the importance of readers that point to a given blogger by blog social ties. Thus, bloggers have more influence if other influential bloggers point to him/her, than if some non-influential bloggers point to him/her.

V. VALIDATION

As shown in a recent study [2], there is no training and testing data for us to show the efficacy of the proposed model. That is, ground truth about influential bloggers does not exist. However, by using a reasonable reference point, we can observe tangible differences and show that the influence of influential bloggers is stronger than that of popular bloggers.

A. Criteria for Validation

In this paper, influencers are defined as those who have influential power and can make others change their thinking or behavior (see section 1). Thus, we validate this by
showing that influential bloggers make more readers’ thinking or behavior change compared to popular bloggers. To be specific, we observe that readers imitate blogger’s recipes in actuality, accept his/her ideas, and personally write about the process of trying the recipe at their own blogs. This is clearly different from scrapping posts, which occurs automatically with a single click of a mouse.

Moreover, to determine readers’ referral behaviors more accurately, we sought cases in which readers specifically stated that they mimicked the recipe. To identify this clearly, we used two criteria: (1) referring to a blogger’s name, and (2) making link citations.

B. Set up for Validation

For criteria (1), to filter cases of referring to a different blogger with the same name, we investigated whether there were bloggers with the same name as influential/popular bloggers. It was found that no such bloggers existed in the top 3 influential/popular bloggers in the cooking domain.

Conducting validation based on two criteria, we checked the keywords and tags within readers’ blog posts to determine that whether readers wrote about imitating a blogger’s recipe.

Additionally, for verification, among the three types of readers—R_comment, R_sympathy, and R_scrap—the third type of reader was not included as weighting scrapping readers has a strong correlation with the simple summation of the number of scrapping actions with a correlation coefficient 0.91. In contrast, there is a very weak correlation between weighting readers who comment and those who express sympathy and a simple summation of the number of comments and sympathy expressions, with the correlation coefficient of 0.1.

C. Result of Validation

As a result (Table 6), we found that the top 3 influential bloggers in total had 1393 R_comment and 650 R_sympathy, moreover, the top 3 popular bloggers had 1726 R_comment and 349 R_sympathy. From all of these readers, the top 3 influential bloggers’ R_comment wrote 1092 posts referring to an influential blogger’s name and 304 posts making link citations to the influential blogger’s posts. In the case of R_sympathy, they created 928 posts referring to an influential blogger’s name and 271 posts making link citations.

However, the top 3 popular bloggers’ R_comment wrote 122 posts referring to a popular blogger’s name and 13 posts making link citations of popular blogger’s posts, and R_sympathy created 93 posts referring popular blogger’s name and 27 posts making link citations.

Thus, it is clear that popular bloggers fail to make a change in readers’ thinking or behavior and cannot trigger them into a referral behavior. From this, we can see that QIM can differentiate influential bloggers from popular bloggers.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Influential bloggers and Popular bloggers

In identifying influential bloggers, the factors that make bloggers influential or popular could be determined.
substitute for sympathy, and ‘sharing’ can substitute for scrapping. Sharing may require some modification or other variants as well. However, it is clear that QIM is generally applicable to any blog system with some modifications.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper showed that details pertaining to who influences whom as well as how, and what make bloggers influential or popular. This study has important contributions in that (1) we attempted to position this work at the intersection of social media analysis and the social science, sociology. To be specific, we reflected the concept of homophily, social selection, and reader’s threshold. By doing so, (2) we proposed a new metric, QIM, which reflects the quality of blog social ties as well as the quantity of blog social ties. QIM shows how to quantify blog social ties according to their importance. Finally, (3) by QIM, we can differentiate influential bloggers from popular bloggers. Among ‘A-list’ bloggers, who is influential or popular can be clearly determined with QIM. However, it is a start of building such a metric and we plan to apply QIM to other domains and blog platforms. We conjecture that QIM can be a useful feature in differentiating influential bloggers from popular bloggers.

In conclusion, the proposed QIM, developed by an interdisciplinary approach, holds promise in that it lays the foundation stone of a qualitative approach to finding influential bloggers.
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Table 6. Result of Validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Number of $R_{cum}$</th>
<th>Number of posts referring blogger</th>
<th>Number of posts of citations</th>
<th>Number of $R_{in}$</th>
<th>Number of posts referring blogger</th>
<th>Number of posts of citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1393</td>
<td>1092</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1726</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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